Elements® Headwall System

Developed with a network
of health care professionals
to ensure best practices.
The WittRock HC® ELEMENTS® System serves the needs of architects, clinicians, contractors and patients by providing

an attractive, flexible, plug-n-play system for the patient’s room. Elements component system optimizes caregiver
efficiency and safely manages bedside technology. A hospitality-inspired design, ELEMENTS headwall sets a new
industry standard for creating acuity adaptable patient-care environments.
• Removable panel system and a unique gas manifold that makes it simple to add
medical gases, in addition to easy data and electrical services upgrades.
• Pre-plumbed and pre-wired frames offer single-point connections for fast and simple installation.
• The industries most extensive offering of installation ready casework and workflow modules.

Achieve flexibility
The hospital of the future must support patients
with higher acuity that are migrating into lower
acuity patient environments. This requires patient
rooms that can “flex up”, to be acuity adaptable in a
matter of hours with less disruption to patient care.
The ELEMENTS headwall system is designed with
upgradable medical gas, electrical and data systems
that allow patient rooms to efficiently transform
from Med-Surg to ICU.

Award-winning design
ELEMENTS headwall, the winner of the
Nightingale Award, provides architects and
designers with an artist’s palette of materials,
finishes and design options to create a unique
signature look. Health care designers can plan with
a “building block” component system of frames,
panels, cabinets and workflow modules that can
be configured and scaled for every project design,
budget and functional requirement.

Invest in Technology
ELEMENTS® headwall “plug-n-play” technology offers upgradable features such as gas manifolds, accessory rails
for medical devices, and provisions for data and information systems. A pre-wired, pre-plumbed framework with
leveling and aligning features installs directly onto a conventional stud wall or can be constructed as part of a
partition wall with single-point connections for gases and electricals. Life-cycle durability and sustainability provide a
significant return on investment.

Independently tested for recommended sound ratings
To help hospitals manage sound levels for patient comfort and privacy, the ELEMENTS® System is
the first headwall product line to independently test for ASTM sound transmission standards.

Ergonomic workflow
The ELEMENTS System seeks to improve workflow efficiency and ergonomics by organizing frequently used bedside
utilities and devices into an easy to reach zone that minimizes bending and reaching.

Find your health care solution
Give us a call at 800-445-3730 or visit www.wittrockhc.com/Elements to see what the ELEMENTS system can do for
you.
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